
End of Year 6 Maths Expectations
1. Number and place value
a. Can read, write and order whole numbers up to 10 000 000

b. Can read, write and order numbers up to 3 decimal places

c. Can round any whole number to the nearest 10, 100, 1000 etc 

d. Can round decimals to the nearest whole number and to one or two decimal places

e. Can use place value to multiply whole numbers by 10, 100 or 1000

f. Can use place value to multiply decimal numbers by 10, 100 or 1000

g. Can use place value to divide whole numbers by 10, 100 or 1000

h. Can use place value to divide decimal numbers by 10, 100 or 1000

i. Can use negative numbers in context and calculate intervals across zero

2. Number - addition, subtraction (mental and written)
a. Can use mental methods of computation for addition

b. Can use mental methods of computation for subtraction

c. Can use efficient written methods of addition including column addition

d. Can use efficient written methods of subtraction including column subtraction

e. Can add decimal numbers up to 3 dp (including money)

f. Can subtract decimal numbers up to 3 dp (including money)

3. Number - multiplication and division (mental and written)
a. Can recall multiplication facts up to 12x12 and quickly derive corresponding division facts

b. Can use tables and place value calculations with multiples of 10

c. Can use mental methods of computation for multiplication

d. Can use mental methods of computation for division

e. Can use efficient written methods of multiplication including short and long multiplication

f. Can use efficient written methods of division including short and long division
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g. Can multiply a simple decimal by a single digit

h. Can identify multiples and common multiples

i. Can identify factors and common factors

j. Can recognise and describe square numbers

k. Can recognise and identify prime numbers

4. Number - Solving numerical problems
a. Can solve problems choosing an appropriate mental or written strategy (all four operations)

b. Can solve two-step problems choosing appropriate operations (all four operations)

c. Can interpret calculator display within context (all four operations)

d. Can use inverse operations to find missing numbers, including decimals

e. Can 'undo' a two-step problem

f. Can understand 'balancing' including the meaning of the 'equal' sign

g. Can understand the use of brackets and the order of operations 

5. Number - fractions (including decimals and percentages)
a. Can identify, name and write equivalent fractions of a given fraction represented visually

b. Can use common factors to simplify fractions

c. Can compare and order fractions

d. Can add and subtract fractions

e. Can multiply fractions by whole numbers

f. Can multiply pairs of fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form

g. Can divide fractions by whole numbers

h. Can convert mixed numbers to improper fractions

i. Can convert improper fractions to mixed numbers

j. Can read and write decimal numbers as fractions

k. Can recognise approximate proportions of a whole number using percentages

l. Can recognise simple equivalence between fractions, decimals and percentages
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6. Ratio and Proportion
a. Can understand, use and apply simple ratio to a real problem

b. Can use and apply scale in real contexts

c. Can understand and use the concept of proportion

7. Algebra
a. Can understand simple expressions using words and symbols

b. Can use symbols to represent an unknown number or a variable

c. Can use simple formulae

d. Can generate and describe linear number sequences

8. Measurement
a. Can interpret, with appropriate accuracy, numbers on scales and a range of measuring instruments

b. Can measure and calculate the perimeter of compound shapes

c. Can find the area of rectangles

d. Can find the area of parallelograms and triangles

e. Can understand and use volume of cubes and cuboids

f. Can convert between units of metric measure

g. Can understand and use the approximate equivalences between metric units and common imperial units

h. Can solve problems involving conversion between units of time

9. Geometry  - properties of shape
a. Can name 2D and 3D shapes and describe their properties

b. Can compare and classify shapes according to their properties

c. Draw given angles and measure them in degrees

d. Can recognise nets of familiar 3D shapes

e. Can find missing angles in any triangles and quadrilaterals

f. Can recognise angles where they meet at a point or on a straight line

g. Can recognise angles which are vertically opposite and find missing angles

h. Can identify and name the parts of a circle and know that the diameter is twice the radius
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10. Geometry - position and direction
a. Can reflect simple shapes in a mirror line including the axes

b. Can draw and translate simple shapes including on the coordinate plane

c. Can use and interpret coordinates in all 4 quadrants

11. Statistics
a. Can read and interpret timetables and calendars

b. Can construct and interpret line graphs

c. Can construct and interpret pie charts

d. Can calculate and interpret the mean of a data set

12. Problem Solving
a. Can break down one and two-step problems involving whole numbers and decimals and all four operations

b. Can solve a puzzle or problem by selecting the appropriate mathematical information, calculations, methods or tools

d. Can consider alternative methods for solving a problem and the appropriateness or efficiency of each method

13. Communicating
a. Can present information and results in a clear and organised way

b. Can choose appropriate images or symbols to represent a problem

14. Reasoning
a. Can check and interpret solutions within the context of a problem

b. Can check the reasonableness of results with reference to the context or size of numbers

c. Can identify and explore patterns, properties and relationships and propose a general statement involving numbers or shapes


